
	

	

ARCHANGEL JOPHIEL & CHRISTOPHINA 
ARCHANGEL OF THE SECOND RAY: LOVE AND WISDOM 

BEAUTY OF GOD / GOD IS MY TRUTH 
Known as: 

 Archangel of Illumination   
 Prince Regent of the Thrones 
 Guardian of the Tree of Knowledge  
 Guardian of The Golden Flame of Illumination 
 Angel of Wisdom 

Divine Qualities: Wisdom & Illumination 
Divine Complement: Christophina, Christine/Lady Constance 
Office in Hierarchy: 

 Serves on the golden-yellow Ray of Illumination, Understanding and 
Wisdom 

 First World Teacher for our world.  
 Teaches the outer consciousness the Power of Light within oneself  
 Elevates the feelings, through Radiation of Illumination, into 

aspiration for spiritual things   
 Helps in absorbing information, studying for and passing tests   
 Dissolution of ignorance, pride, and narrow-mindedness  
 Exposure of wrongdoing in governments and corporations.  
 Assists those who fight pollution to cleanse our planet. 

Etheric Retreat: South of the Great Wall near Lanchow, north central China 

Jophiel & Christophina (Constance) are the Archangel and Archeia of the Golden-Yellow Ray of 
Illumination and Divine Wisdom. Archangel Jophiel comforts us when we are alone and feel lost 
from life or disconnected from the Universe. He/She surrounds us with Divine Love and gives us 
their strength, dissolving blocks we may have in our way and reinforcing our bonds with God. 
He/She then helps us see our next step in our plan and then move forward with courage. He/She 
also allows us to integrate aspects of ourselves we may have split off in this or other lifetimes 
through fear, shock, pain, terror or sorrow. He/She then helps heal the wounds associated with 
the split and helps us claim those parts of ourselves back, (what some call soul retrieval). They 
serve to illumine Humanity's understanding of the Universal Cosmic Laws and to help us make 
connection to our I AM Presence by educating hearts and minds. Their Sacred Fire can be called 
upon to help reveal untruths, conspiracies and anything that may be hidden in our world systems.  
We may also call upon this Divine Angel to release their mighty radiation into vibrations of 
jealousy, gossip, blame, dishonour and lack of integrity. 
Archangel Jophiel is closely connected with the planet Venus from where he and his twin flame 
Christophina originate, which is illustrated by their luminescent white skin and hair. They came to 
Earth long ago with a large team of Ascended Beings and Angels to serve with Sanat Kumara and 
Lady Venus Kumara in their endeavours to return Earth to the Path of Light. Gautama Buddha 
and Sananda (Jesus) both also originate from Venus and it is said too that Venusians were early 
Earth settlers in the times of Lemuria. Jophiel and Christophina wish to encourage and support 
new methods of teaching and working with the education of all the children of the world, in order to 
promote free thinking and reconnection with their Divine birthright. They are also Directors of 
Training for all the angels, in physicality and not.  


